Marketing Communications Guidelines

Organizational Options

INTRODUCTION
What PR and digital marketing functions are best executed in-house versus outsourced?
What services, when combined, drive the greatest results and economies of scale?
We get these questions, a lot. This brief document provide guidelines, not hard and fast
rules, based on 20 years experience working with wineries and distillers.
I hope you find the document useful.
Thank you,

Jeremy Benson
President, Benson Marketing Group
benson@bensonmarketing.com
Cell: +1 707.738.6520
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Public Relations
• Why Outsource PR?
• PR Organizational Structures

PR WHY OUTSOURCE?
Here are six common reasons to outsource Public Relations
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1.

Team Approach: An individual employee only has so much time, so many ideas, and a single network of
contacts. An agency brings a team to each engagement.

2.

Focus: In-house PR managers or teams are often stretched thin because of administrative work, sales
support, collateral production, DTC support and other actions that take them away from story pitching,
which is the most time-consuming and important PR function.

3.

Motivation: Agencies can be fired any time, for any reason. It is more complicated to lay off
underperforming employees.

4.

Press Magnet: Press know that an agency’s client roster provides a quick solution to their needs.

5.

Results Multiplier: Agencies should deliver results 3x-4x the fully-loaded cost of an in-house team.

6.

Outsider’s Perspective: Agencies provide a valuable "reality check" on a companies’ proclivity for
maintaining the status quo.
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PR Functions

Definition

Core Benefits

How to Get Largest Benefit?

Agency or In-house?

Brand Messaging
Strategy

Creates “the story:” identify what makes a
brand compelling, differentiated, coveted.
Time commitment: medium.

Message consistency across MarCom
platforms and sales channels.

Agencies: candid, outsider’s perspective;
will push brands to be more
differentiated. But internal teams
know their brands better.

Either. Works best with “dusty” brands, or
production-driven companies.

Consumer Lifestyle
Media Coverage

Earned media coverage in mens/womens,
biz, epicurean, shelter publications.
Time commitment: large.

Raise consumer awareness. Lifestyle
media reach huge consumer audiences.
Coverage focuses on fewer wines than
wine publications.

Agencies have superior press network,
breadth of story angles (client portfolio),
staff resources, proximity to media.

Agency. Even the largest wine companies
often outsource non-wine media actions.

Trade Media
Coverage

Earned media coverage in top trade media
serving wholesalers, importers, retail
buyers.
Time commitment: low.

Great for conveying sales momentum.

Twice annual exec media trips to NYC, or
virtual interviews. Convey regular trade
news.

Either agency or in-house.

Wine Reviews/
Scores

Strategic, timely, accurate sample
submissions to scoring publications.
Time commitment: very low.

Scores drive trade attention, placements,
sales.

Agencies keep clients on track, but license
holders typically fulfill shipments.

In-house. Outsource if in-house team is
stretched too thin.

Spokesperson
Travel

Incorporate media interviews into travel
schedules of winemakers/executives.
Time commitment: high.

Efficient use of time. Can be very effective
in secondary markets.

PR needs 5-6+ weeks advance notice.

Either. Best to assign to the team
managing lifestyle media pitching.
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PR Functions

Definition

Core Benefits

How to Get Largest Benefit

Agency or In-house?

Influencer Events:
IRL, Virtual

Informal meetings “in real life” or virtually
with wine and non-wine bloggers with
vetted followers.
Time commitment: medium.

Increase brand's social followers. Ability to
target wine drinkers who don’t read wine
media. Can be cost effective.

Precise terms agreements. Verifiable
follower counts. Consider this a PR
function.

Either agency or in-house team.

Event
Management

Coordinate brand’s participation in
consumer and trade wine tastings and
conferences.
Time commitment: medium.

Specific goals, tactics must be
documented for each event.

Take a 360-degree approach – e.g.,
integrate events with social, local retailer
POS, etc.

In-house for coordination, execution, but
can assign specific roles to agency.

Media Tours

In-market media interviews, events with
local media and company spokespeople.
(B2B, B2C).
Time commitment: medium.

Generate press coverage in trade and
consumer media.

Confirm travel dates 8+ weeks in advance.
Prepare compelling reason for interviews:
seminar topic, news announcements, etc.

Assign to agency if they manage lifestyle
media.

Virtual Media
Events

Winery or agency-moderated webinar for
interested press.
Time commitment: medium.

Take winery’s story to the press rather
than waiting for them to visit winery.

This is a multi-media presentation:
shorten length, use video, props,
compelling facts. What works in person
often does not in webinars.

Agencies can help you avoid common
mistakes.

Media Coaching

Training spokespeople to master
company's messaging, improve interview
techniques, avoid mistakes.
Time commitment: low.

More consistent brand messaging. Create
more valuable relationships with press.
More relaxed spokespeople.

Relatively low time commitment.

Agency or media training specialist.

PR

COMMON ORG STRUCTURES

Single Brand Wineries
• Existing brands: An in-house PR specialist, or marketing director with PR skills, is a common approach. Smaller
brands also benefit working with solo PR practitioners based on lower activity level and costs.
• New brands: Often benefit from launch experience of PR agencies and solo practitioners.
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Multi-brand Wine Companies
•

Option 1: Multi-brand Outsource Model. Agency manages consumer and trade PR for all brands, allocating
time based on brand priorities. Agency typically reports to CMO or communications chief. Requires an agile
agency but can deliver results very efficiently.

•

Option 2: The Selective Outsource Model. Company assigns 1 brand to agency in order to focus on a specific
goal (e.g., brand re-launch). Agency reports to a PR manager. This is closer to the Single Brand Winery model,
above, but company sacrifices agency’s ability to leverage whole portfolio for media coverage.

•

Option 3: The Specialist Outsource Model. Agency tasked with a specific audience (e.g., trade), media
category, and/or the company’s marketing versus individual brand marketing. The largest companies,
especially spirits, use this in combination with Option 2 complemented by an in-house PR team.

PR COST AND SERVICE DEFINITIONS
Fees
• Most agencies charge a monthly retainer, a set monthly fee that averages out work over the course of a 12month campaign.
• Ad hoc projects may be added onto this, but generally the fee is the maximum amount that will be charged
unless there are extraordinary projects out-of-scope of the agreement.

Expenses
Out of pocket expenses for agencies come in two forms. First, costs required to conduct an effective campaign
(e.g., printing, etc.), and second, discretionary expenses, such as travel expenses.

Service Description
The definition of PR and the role it plays in the marketing mix is expanding to accommodate an increasingly
complex web of communications channels including social media, search engines, mobile platforms, earned media
coverage, etc.
The requirement to present consistent messages across all communications channels is one reason why
the “PESO” model is helpful. PESO stands for actions that are paid, earned, shared, or owned. So this concept
encompasses advertorials (Paid), media placements (Earned), social channels (Shared), and a client's website
(Owned).
A PR campaign’s scope of work now typically includes several or all elements of PESO.

PR SERVICE/COST GUIDE
Scenario

Common Goals/Objectives

Common Scope of Work

Typical Cost Structure

Single Brand PR
Campaign

Raise awareness with both consumers and trade.

Story creation, pitching and placement. Spokesperson travel.
Samples and reviews. Media tours.

Agency Fees: $6,500-7,500/mo.
Solo Practitioner fees will be less.
Expenses: Nominal, $250/mo.

Multi-brand
Outsource Model

Manage all PR actions across portfolio of brands. Often
focuses heavily on lifestyle media coverage, influencer
partnerships, spokesperson travel, campaign themes, etc.

Create messaging plans, goals for each brand. Full scope PR
services including influencer and media partnerships,
spokesperson travel, media coaching, sales communications.

Fees: $8k+/mo.
Expenses: Varies widely based on travel,
events, etc.

Specialist Outsource
Model

Less common than other models, but typically combines PR
and digital actions targeting specific audiences.

Raise awareness with, and engagement of, a specific audience.

Fees and Expenses: Varies widely based
on Scope of Work.
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Digital Marketing
• Why Outsource Digital?
• Digital Marketing Organizational
Structures

DIGITAL WHY OUTSOURCE?
Many of the same reasons for outsourcing PR apply to the digital function as well.
But here are some additional reasons specific to the digital marketing:
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1.

Time Constraints: In a 2019 winery survey*, 74% of respondents said that digital marketing is managed
either by someone with other DTC responsibilities, or the owner. These owners and staffers typically have
more urgent priorities and when digital marketing and social media is considered a box to be
checked, results suffer.

2.

Social Media is a Strategic Function: Social media marketing is not an administrative function to be
delegated down as far as possible – it requires continuing education in the discipline of marketing and/or
direct response advertising.

3.

Pace of Tech Changes: Unless teams spend hours every day in social media platforms and reporting tools,
they cannot keep up with the rapid changes.

4.

Avoid Mistakes: Agencies can share insights into what works and what doesn’t, how to manage through
challenging issues and times, and often save clients time and money.

Source: 2019 survey of 257 winery respondents conducted jointly by Sonoma State University Wine Business Institute WBI) and SommDigital.com.
Reported in WineBusiness.com: https://www.winebusiness.com/news/?go=getArticle&dataId=212529

DIGITAL MARCOM STRUCTURE

Digital Functions

Definition

Core Benefits

How to Get Largest Benefit?

Agency or In-house?

Social Media
Advertising

Targeted advertising through social
channels, especially Facebook Instagram.

Cost-effective, highly trackable results,
very precise audience targeting.

Fully integrate with community
management. This role is increasingly
technical.

Either, but make sure community
managers are aware of ad campaigns.

Social Media
Content and
Community
Management

Content creation, posting, engagement,
monitoring. Basic social media advertising.
Metrics reporting using third party tools.

Builds consumer brand engagement; low
CPM*; can drive web traffic.

Social media marketing is a crossfunctional tool—it should be combined
with PR, DTC, sales.

Content
Partnerships

Partner with media company to develop
content for their site, social platforms.

Cost-effective, very precise audience
targeting, trackable results. Still “under
the radar” of most wineries.

Know your audience. Negotiate
aggressively.

Either. Combines well with community
management. Sometimes PR team
manages.

Search Engine
Marketing

Search Engine Optimization (earned) and
paid efforts, such as Google AdWords.

Drives additional web traffic.

Requirement for DTC-driven brands. SEO:
work with a specialist agency versed in
coding.

Specialist agencies will deliver best
results.

Contests,
Promotions

Online giveaways, promotions.

Increase followers, follower engagement.

Best results come from promotions
integrated across all B2C channels.

Either. But hire a third party compliance
company to meet legal requirements.

Influencer Events

“Influencers,” defined here as bloggers
with significant, verifiable followers.

Increase followers. Ability to target wine
drinkers who don’t read wine media. Can
be cost effective.

Precise terms agreements. Verifiable
follower counts.

PR or social media team.

In-house, if management doesn’t
underestimate time commitment.
Outsource if it’s strategic to brand.

CPM: Cost per Thousand Impressions. CPM = Marketing Spend/(impressions/1000). It is often used as an approximate measurement comparing the efficiency of marketing investments across functions, platforms and media.

DIGITAL

COMMON ORG STRUCTURES

What functions to combine in same team?
•
•

Community Management and Social Media Advertising: It is easier to manage both simultaneously. The main
stumbling block is allocating enough staff time.
Community Management + Social Media Advertising + PR: In most companies, PR and Social create the most
content, which can be shared across platforms.
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Main criteria for in-sourcing digital:
•
•
•
•

Content creation can only be done onsite based on geography.
Single brand winery with limited production; or if demand exceeds supply, then consumer engagement may
not be a priority or cost-effective.
Company has long-term strategy to develop an in-house digital team.
Digital is not a core strategic tool.

DIGITAL COST AND SERVICE DEFINITIONS
Scope of Work
It is important to first define the brand's digital goals, which often fall into two categories:
1. Drive DTC and 3-tier Retail Sales: Emphasizes direct response ads and inbound marketing functions such as
Search Engine Marketing, email marketing, social media advertising, video content, etc.
2. Drive Brand Awareness, Engagement: Emphasizes community management, creative content, online
promotions and contests, social advertising, influencer partnerships, etc.

Agency Fees
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• Retainer: A set monthly fee averages work done over the course of a 12-month campaign. This is often used for
community management campaigns.
• Project: Project fees are more often used for digital ad campaigns, contests, influencer campaigns and other
projects that have a shorter (3-5 month) timeframe.

Expenses
•
•

Community management expense budgets cover fanning ads and boosting posts are often in the range of
$300-$500 per month.
Project expenses vary widely for digital ad campaigns, influencer campaigns, etc.

DIGITAL SERVICE/COST GUIDE
Scenario

Common Goals/Objectives

Common Scope of Work

Typical Cost Structure

Social Platform
Advertising

Drive geo-targeted DTC and/or retail sales. Reach
new audiences. Support sales or marketing
initiatives.

An ad hoc project or combined with community management.
Development of offer, audience targeting, and creative design and copy
writing. Testing, refining, scaling.

Varies widely. Can be very cost
effective.

Social Media and
Community
Management

Direct B2B or B2C communications, engagement.
Raise awareness.

Typically a 12-month retainer-type agreement including content
creation, posting, engagement, monitoring, data analysis. Advertising
includes fanning ads, boosting posts, and some specific digital
advertising.

Agency Fees: $5,000-7,000/mo.
Advertising Expenses: ~$500/mo.

Content Partnerships

Reach new audiences. Gain social media followers.
Control messaging.

Typically an ad hoc project including creative brief; vetting prospective
influencers, bloggers, media companies; negotiating deals; and
managing content creation and amplification through social channels.

Fees: $2k-$5k average.
Expenses: Varies but often in range of
$2k-$8k each for influencers, and $10k$20k for media companies.

Contest/Promotions

Gain social media followers. Drive consumer
engagement in brand, and to website.

Typically an ad hoc project including creative ideation, creative brief,
design and copy execution, managing third party legal compliance
partner, amplification through social channels, etc.

Fees: $2k - $5k average.
Expenses: Varies but can be $5k-$10k.

CONCLUSION
If you’ve gotten this far, thank you for reading!
One final thought for owners and senior managers. If you have a marketing project in mind, first
document your business objectives and how you believe marketing tools address those goals.
Share that information with your team or a prospective agency. They will be in a better position
to provide a thoughtful set of tactical options, recommendations and expected outcomes.

Thank you,

Jeremy Benson
President, Benson Marketing Group
benson@bensonmarketing.com
Cell: +1 707.738.6520
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CONTACT US
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

Jeremy Benson, President
Benson Marketing Group LLC
+1 707 738 6520
benson@bensonmarketing.com
www.bensonmarketing.com

NEW YORK OFFICE
2 Park Avenue
Suite 2074
New York, NY 10016
+ 1.917.633.6002
NAPA OFFICE

Schedule a Meeting:
https://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/BensonMarketingGroup
@bensonmarketing.com/bookings/

2700 Napa Valley Corp. Drive
Suite H
Napa, California 94558
+ 1.917.633.6002
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